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INDIAN ACCENT, NEW DELHI IS AMONGST THE TOP 2 RESTAURANTS IN INDIA AT  

ASIA’S 50 BEST RESTAURANTS 2014! 

Singapore: Indian Accent, New Delhi has been voted amongst Asia’s 50 Best Restaurants 2014, 
(sponsored by S.Pellegrino and Acqua Panna) for the second consecutive year. 

The awards were announced at Capella Hotel, Sentosa Island, Singapore yesterday evening that was 
attended by the who’s who of Hospitality Industry of Asia. Indian Accent is one of the few restaurants 
chosen, from India. 

Rohit Khattar, Chairman & Managing Director, Old World Hospitality which operates Indian Accent, New 
Delhi said, “We are delighted to be a part of Asia’s 50 Best Restaurants. It is gratifying to be recognized 
at this august forum. We’d like to thank the organisors and especially our diners for their constant support 
and affection.”  

Chef Manish Mehrotra (Corporate Chef – Luxury Dining, Old World Hospitality) before accepting the 
Award also spoke at one of the forums on “The Confines of Convention - Are traditional cuisines bound 
by authenticity or can they escape the bonds of the past?” During his talk, he spoke about tradition vs 
modern in cuisine; breaking constrains of conservative cuisines; how staunch traditionalism doesn’t allow 
the cuisine to evolve and how it feels being in the vanguard for modern Indian cuisines and the reaction of 
the diners.  

Indian Accent serves Indian food for the twenty first century with a unique marriage of global ingredients 

and techniques with the flavours and traditions of India. Indian Accent’s hallmark is the unique 

amalgamation of the freshest local produce combining home style nostalgic tastes with unusual 

ingredients from across the world. 

To read more about Indian Accent, New Delhi please visit www.indianaccent.com.  

Table reservations: +91 11 43235151, reservations@indianaccent.com 
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